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first-time director brian de palma showed the potential of the '80s to make a classic with
scarface. the film is at once a stylized visual treat and a deeply political message. it's also a

great big fun. scarface is a terrific, darkly witty, thrillingly modern and intricately crafted
entertainment. scarface was de palma's third film. having made hi, mom! back in 1976, the

young director was ready to move on. so he and stone went their separate ways, and stone's
platoon was a hit in 1986. de palma returned to filmmaking with sisters in 1987, but the

biggest hit of the decade was stone's wall street. de palma returned to scarface in 1988, and
while it didn't become as successful as stone's film, it still made a profit. and the director

kept making movies. de palma's scarface is a study in excess. with its exotic locations and
outrageous characters, it is a vivid creation. and if it were a crime film, it would be a classic.
pacino is at his best here, conveying tony's almost supernatural strength and agility by being
athletic and intense. his dialogue is often appalling, but is played for the joke, not the word.
the score includes some of the most iconic music of the 70s, but the most memorable songs
are not the "rapper's delight" type (though there's a great dance number in the club where

tony meets his first lady), but the more serious ballads, which include "watching the
detectives," "love is strange," and a beautiful duet between pacino and pfeiffer. this isn't a
remake of the howard hawks original, which was a slightly-less-than-instant classic, but it

does do a magnificent job of updating the gangster genre in a way that isn't cringeworthy. de
palma could have run with the themes of racial injustice and greed, but he goes for a

grander vision, and one that brings to mind the writers of citizen kane, the godfather, and
logan's run. this is a movie about excess, about a man who indulges in pleasure, about the

power of myth. the film's ending, which i'm still not over, is like a greek tragedy, a fitting and
fateful end for its protagonist. but even at its most depressing, scarface is a blast to watch.
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de palma's trademark artful, sometimes decadent sense of visual design is on full display here. a lot of
the credit for this goes to his art directors, ron winters and paul sylbert, who were responsible for one of

the greatest opening scenes in cinema history (and one of the best examples of a car chase ever
filmed--not that that's a bad thing), the opening to femme fatale (1978). but the movie's visual design is
also partially attributable to cinematographer michael chapman, who was responsible for the beautiful,

camera-toting lalo schifrin-penned new york, new york (1977) and the gorgeous photography of
scarface itself. the movie is full of nice close-ups, some of which are noteworthy for their beauty, like the

one of tony's hands as he playfully manipulates the phone. a lot of the credit for the film's stylistic
sophistication goes to cinematographer michael chapman, who was responsible for the beautiful,
camera-toting lalo schifrin-penned new york, new york (1977) and the gorgeous photography of

scarface itself. the behind-the-scenes featurette scarface: a film by de palma runs 2.4 hours, and though
it's as well-written and photographed as any of the formal components, it's basically an extended

version of the episode "interviews" on the laserdisc release. the discs are the same size, but the new
edition has an interlaced transfer of the film that makes it look cleaner than the original. it's a standard-
def affair, but the 1080p image is pleasing. (i wonder if my dvd player is similarly under-empowered?)

as on the laserdisc, a few interesting tidbits of material appear in the featurette, but even if you've seen
it before, it's a decent way to spend an evening. 5ec8ef588b
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